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Abstract. 
We outline inversion procedures for inverting acoustic data in the geophysics problem of well to well 
imaging under the assumption that the inhomogeneous medium depends on two variables. We give both 
the exact inversion procedure and the procedure valid in the Born approximation. 
We include an inversion procedure for evanescent waves as well as propagating waves. 
I. Introduction. 
If the inhomogeneity in an otherwise homogeneous medium depends on two coordinates only, say x1 
and zs , and if one models an imaging problem, e.g. the well to well imaging, by the equation (1) in 
section II, and if the data are collected along two lines (boreholes) parallel to the 2s axis, then the inverse 
problem of finding the inhomogeneity from the data can be solved exactly analytically provided that the 
low frequency data are known, or in the Born approximation, provided that the data are given for multiple 
views at a single frequency. 
In [l] a solution is presented in the Born approximation using the propagating (homogeneous) waves 
associated with line sources in weakly inhomogeneous media. In this paper, we use the methods developed 
in (2]-[4] to expand on the procedure given in [I]. 
We give the exact solution and the solution in the Born approximation for k > 0 and discuss some 
new points in the theory for evanescent waves. In addition, we give a new treatment of the difficulty which 
arises in the exact solution for two-dimensional problems. The difficulty stems from the fact that the free 
space Green function in two dimensional space is unbounded when k + 0. 
II. Solution to the problem. 
1. We are concerned with the following inverse problem. Let 
[V2 + k2 + k2v(x)]u = --6(x - y) (1) 
where x = (x1,x3), Y = (~1,~s)) v = ~(21,~)~ u = ~~(21, x3, ~1,313, k) , and assume that 
v(z) = 0 if x1 2 a, or 51 5 -a, or 23 2 0, or 2s 5 -R (2) 
where R > 0 is an arbitrary large fixed number. We also assume that v E L2 . Equation (1) can be 
written as 
u=g+k2 
I 
gvudz, g(x y) = ~H~‘)(klx - yl). 1 4 (3) 
Here HA’) is the Hankel function and the integral without indication of limits is taken over the support 
of ‘u, i.e. over the region where v # 0 . 
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The inverse problem consists in finding V(Z) from the knowledge of ~(-a, za,a,y3,k) for all -oc < 
x3<cQ, -w < ~3 < 00, and a fixed JC > 0. One often assumes that u(-a,zs,a, ys,Ic) is known for all 
real L. 
First, consider the data with the fixed h > 0, but in the Born approximation. This means that the 
scattered field is written as 
= E L,Y E L, (4) 
t, = {x : x1 = a, -m < x3 < co}, 2 = (Zl) z3). 
2. Equation (4) we solve analytically. Take the Fourier transform of (4) in x3 and 313 to obtain 
I 
‘G _-oo 1 exp(-iXxs)g(x,z)dx31 2,r 1 exp(-GYs)g(r, y)dy3 (5) _ 00 
=J [ dz v(z) -(16x2)-l exp{-i(X i- p)z3} exp{i(a + zr)(L2 - X2)li2 + i(o - .Zr)(k’ - /J2)“2} (k” - X2)1/2(@ - /$)1/2 1 
if k2 > p2 and k2 > X2 , and 
fo, P) (‘3 
= J dz v(z) [(16x2)-’ exp(-i(X + ~)zs)exp’-(u + zl(!~_-k~~r)~~$ “,$(P2 - k2)1’2’] 
if k2 < p2 and k2 < A2. 
Here the radical is defined so that (X2 - k2)‘i2 > 0 if X2 > A2 and (X2 - k2)‘i2 is defined by analytic 
continuation for all complex X on the complex X-plane with the cut (-k, k) , k > 0. In particular, 
(X2 _ k2)‘/2 = -i(k2 _ X2)‘i2 if k2 > X2. The minus sign in the last formula is due to the fact that k2 
is defined to be k2 + i0. In deriving (5) and (6) we used the formula 
I 
2;; -_oo I exp( -iXxs)g(x, z)dzs 
exp(-i&s) O” J JJ O” = (‘Jr)3 _-oo duexp(-iAu) exp(h(a + a) +iK2UldKldK2 _-oo 6; + c; _ k2 _ i(j 
J O” = exp( -iX.zs) exp{ircr(a + zl)}dKr _-oo K!+ X2 - k2 - i0 
eXpri(o+=l)(k'-X2)"= 
2(k"-AZ)'/2 , if k2 > A2 
= exP(-ihW~)-‘i 
2ih2-kZ ’ 
if k2 < X2 
if k2 > X2 
if k2 < X2 
if k2=X2. 
(7) 
Here we used the formula & JrIduexp(iu(K2 - A)} = 6(~2 - A), where S is the delta-function. 
3. We wish to find v(z) from the equation (5) or (6) assuming that k > 0 is fixed. The data in 
equation (5) corresponds to the homogeneous plane waves, that is, plane waves with real wave vectors. 
The data in equation (6) corresponds to the evanescent plane waves. If k > 0 is large compared with 
the characteristic width of the Fourier transform of v(z), then equation (5) is convenient for the inversion 
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procedure that we describe below. Otherwise, in particular for low-frequency data, equation (6) can be 
used for inversion. 
4. Consider Case 1 when the data are given for (&cl) E S , where 
s = {X,/L: -k<X<k and -k<p<k}. 
In this case, write equation (5) as 
I 
dz v(z) =d-@z3 + ~4) = F(P, q) 
where 
(8) 
(9) 
p=x+p 
q = (k2 - p2)lj2 - (k2 - A2)li2, (10) 
F(p,q) = -16n2f(X,p)(k2 - X2)‘/2(k2 - p2)*12exp {-ia [(k” - X2)‘j2 + (k2 - ~~)l’~]} (11) 
and the right side of (11) should be expressed as a function of p,q according to (10). Note that the 
Jacobian of the transformation (&cl) + (p, q) is 
l ) = -(k2 _;2)1,2 - (@ _;2)1,2’ (12) 
Therefore, J = 0 iff X = -p . Equation (9) shows that the Fourier transform F(p,q) of w(z) is known 
for the values (p, q) defined by (10) with (&p) running through the square (8). Let us find the domain S 
on the plane (p, q) in which F(p, q) is known. To find this domain let us find the image of the boundary 
of S under transformation (10). Take X = -k and let p run through the segment [-k, k] . Then on the 
(p, q) plane one obtains the curve whch is given by the parametric equation 
p = -k + p, q = (k2 - /i2)l12, -k 2 /i 5 k, (13) 
or 
(p + k)2 + q2 = k2, q > 0. (14) 
This is the upper half of the circle centered at (-k, 0) with radius k . A similar argument shows that when 
LX, II) runs through the boundary of S , the point (p,q) , defined by (lo), runs through the boundary of 
5’. This boundary consists of the two circles 
(p + k)2 + q2 = k2 and (p - k)2 + q2 = k2. (15) 
The diagonal A = -p of S on which the Jacobian vanishes is mapped into the-origin of the (p, q) plane. 
The domain S without the diagonal X = -p is mapped onto the interior of S. In [5] the domain S is 
considered for geophysical imaging problems. Therefore, the Fourier transform F(p,q) is known in S , 
and the function w(z) can be uniquely recovered from these data by the analytical method given in (21, 
[31, and [41. 
From the computational point of view the following remark is useful. In [2] the inversion formula is 
given for finding f(z) , z E Rn , f(z) = 0 if ]z] 2 R , from the knowledge of its Fourier transform F(Q) 
in a ball lo] 5 ke . In our case n = 2, f(z) = v(z), a = (p,q) , and F(p,q) is known in S . In order to 
reduce this case to the case when the Fourier transform is given in a disk, one can introduce, for example, 
the new variables p’ = p - k , q’ = q. Then F(p,q) = F(p’ + k,q’) s +(p’,q’) , and 4(p’,q’) is given 
in the disk P’~ + q 2 = k2 , so that the inversion formula from [2] is immediately applicable. The inverse 
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Fourier transform of 4(p’, q’) is exp(ikzs)v(z) . Therefore, the inversion algorithm is as follows: compute 
the inverse Fourier transform of the function F(p’ + k, q’) k nown in the disk p’” +qt2 5 k2 by the formula 
from [2]. Multiply the result by exp(-ikzs) to get V(Z). 
5. Consider Case 2 when 
(X,/J) E S’ = {X,/J : 1x1 > k and 1~1 > k, A, p are real}. (16) 
This case illustrates the problem of imaging with evanescent waves. Write equation (6) as 
/ 
da v(z) exp(-W3 + vl)= $,(p,q), (17) 
where 
p = X + p, q = (p2 - k2)lj2 - (A” - k2)li2, 
+(p,q) = 16x2f(X,p)(X2 - k2)1/2(p2 - k2)‘i2 exp{a(X2 - k2)‘i2 + a(p2 - k2)li2} (19) 
and the right side of (19) should be written as a function of p and q according to (18). The Jacobian of 
the transformation (18) 
J= 
1 1 
> 
P A 
-+ + = (p2 - k2)‘/2 + (X2 - k2)‘/2 
(20) 
vanishes iff X = -p . Let us find the domain 3’ on the (p,q) plane in which +(p,q) is known. In other 
words, let us find the domain into which S’ is mapped by the transformation (18). 
As in Case 1, consider the image of the boundary of 5” under transformation (18). Set X = -k and 
let p run through (-co, -k) U (k, co). Then the point {p = p- k,q = (p2 - k2)li2) runs through the 
curve 
(p + k)2 - q2 = k2, or, if k # 0, @-$$ - % = 1,q > 0. (21) 
This curve is a hyperbola centered at (-k,O) with vertices at (-2k,O) and (0,O) . Since q > 0 we have 
two branches of this hyperbola in the first and second quadrants of the (p, q) plane. The remaining branches 
in the third and fourth quadrants one obtains when p = -k and X runs through (-00,-k) U (k,ca) . 
When X = k and p runs through (-co, -k) U (k, m) , the corresponding point (p, q) runs through the 
branches of the hyperbola 
(P - k)2 q2 T-F=1 (22) 
which lie in the half-plane q > 0. Thus, the function $(p,q) in (17) is k nown in the area bounded by the 
hyperbolas. 
One can choose a rectangular {u 5 p 5 b,c 5 q 5 d} c 5 and invert the one dimensional Fourier 
transform and then the one-dimensional Laplace transform using formulas from [4]. 
6. Consider now Case 3, when k = 0. In this case equation (17) can be used, equation (18) takes the 
form 
p=x+/JL, q=lPl-I47 (23) 
and 
+(p,q) = 16~2~(~,~)lXll~lexp{a(lXl + bl>h (24) 
where the right side of (24) should be expressed as a function of (p,q) . 
Let p > 0 and X > 0, that is the point (X,/J) runs through the first quadrant. The point (p, q) 
defined by (23) runs through the quadrant &+ = {p,q : (ql 5 p,p > 0). If X < 0 and /J < 0 then the 
point (p, q) defined by (23) runs through the quadrant Q_ = {p,q : IqI < -p,p < 0). If +(p,q) is known 
in Q+ U Q- the function u(z) can be uniquely determined by the formulas from [4]. 
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7. Finally let us outline the exact solution of the inverse problem of finding V(Z) from the knowledge 
of the function f(z, y,k) for all x E e-, , y E t, and all k in a neighborhood of the point k = 0. 
Physically it means that we know the scattered field at low frequencies for all positions of the source and 
receiver along the boreholes L_, and L, . 
An exact solution to a similar inverse problem was given in [4]. The idea in [4] was to pass to the 
limit k --+ 0 in the equation 
f z (u - g)k-2 = 
I 
gv udz (25) 
and obtain a linear integral equation for v . One of the difficulties is that the function g defined by (3) 
does not have a finite limit as k --f 0. This difficulty was overcome in [4]. Here we give another way to 
overcome this difficulty and outline an exact solution to the inverse problem formulated in this section. 
The idea is as follows. One iterates equation (3) and writes (25) as 
f=J gv gdz _t o(k2), k + 0. (26) 
If one takes the Fourier transform of (26) and uses formula (6) then one obtains the equation in which the 
left side is equal to that in equation (6), while the right side is equal to the sum of the right side of (6) 
and of the quantity o(k") . If k + 0 then the limit equation is equation (17) for k = 0 : 
I dz 4~) exd-W3 + ~1) = f&, q) (27) 
where p and q are given by (23) and +(p,q) by (24). Th e b asic point is that equation (27) is exact: it 
is not based on the Born approximation and it is valid without any assumptions about the smallness of 
v(x). 
We wish to emphasize that one cannot pass to the limit k + 0 in equations (25) and (26) directly. 
The reason is that the function g given in (3) does not have a finite limit as k + 0. Indeed, 
g(kr) = a(k) + $?n(r-‘) + 0 ((kr)2bz(kr)) as kr + 0, 
where go = (27r)-l&z(~-l) and a(k) = -(2x)-ltn(k/2) - ~/(27r) + i/4, la(k)1 ---) +m as k -+ 0. But 
if one takes the Fourier transform of equation (26) then the term cr(k)6(X)6(p), which does not have a 
finite limit as k -F 0, is dropped automatically if we consider the region X2 > 0 and p2 > 0 (as we did 
in equations (16)(19)) since 6(A)@) = 0 if X2 > 0 and ~1’ > 0. Thus, one can pass to the limit k + 0 
in equations (17)-(19) and obtain the exact equation (27 
In the three-dimensional inverse problems g = 2 
. 
w has a finite limit as k + 0 . Therefore, one 
can pass to the limit k -+ 0 in a three-dimensional analogue of equation (25). The resulting theory was 
developed in [4]. 
8. Our arguments are valid for complex-valued inhomogeneities v(z). This covers the case of lossy 
inhomogeneities. 
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